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SCOPE

Fund Opportunities

RSU focuses on the tools and services researchers make use of in the
course of the “Research Lifecycle”.
;; Help researchers (postgraduates and faculty
members) to find their standing within their
field of research interest by developing new
research ideas and proposals.
;; Alert researchers to the available funding
opportunities.
;; Help them locate potential collaborators and
facilitate collaborative networks.

;; Help to develop skills in management and
carrying out the research itself.
;; Provide tools for collecting and analysis of
research data.
;; Support researchers to disseminate and publish
their work.

METHODOLOGY

RSU plans to keep researchers up-to-date with the funding
opportunities.

H

owever, it mainly relies on the services
provided by the Central Research
Support Services at KSU in conjunction
with services from scientific societies and
commercial providers outside KSU.
RSU will also provide regular bulletins (in
forms of newsletters, targeted e-mails, and
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RSU plan to support researchers at the 4 Stages of
their “Research Lifecycle”.

1

Proposal Development

N

In order to support researchers in generating
the research proposal, RSU plan to take the
responsibility to provide researchers with
various workshops and educational materials
to ensure their ability to assess and work with a
wide range of the scholarly literature and data
bases. In addition, RSU intent to develop skills
researchers’ need in seeking, handling, and
2
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Research Workflow
RSU seeks to develop virtual research tools and services to support
the underlying process of research experimentation and testing.

R

esearchers need a strong support to  finding out collaborators and research
be able to manage and work within
assistants within the relevant research
a multidisciplinary research team.
subjects;
Additionally, they need to carry out the  finding out machines, tools, and services
experiments through a complex range of tasks.
are provided in other colleges and research
Therefore, it will intermediate with the available
laboratories; and
facilities and high-level research expertise to
provide effective support to researchers at this  providing researchers with a documented
techniques and methods available from
stage. This includes:
other expertise in t he same research field.

Data Analysis and Dissemination

RSU aims to help researchers to generate a new research ideas
through discussion with colleagues, within and beyond KSU.
ew proposals can be developed from
previous work or through reading. It
also plan to assist researchers to initiate
their project proposals as a result of research
themes and strategies promoted by the College
of Dentistry itself.

alerts messages) about all available funding
opportunities. Alongside, RSU also aims to
assist researchers in the development of their
projects and proposals through direct contacts
with the major funding agencies.

managing many different kinds of information
resources.
In general, RSU aims to provide training
resources and services in various forms:

 Workshops and seminars
 Web-based information and instruction
 Hard-copy leaflets
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RSU needs to support researchers in managing the data
that they gather and create in the course of their research.

T

he process of research data management  Back-up services and get advice on safe
takes many forms, ranging from
storage.
measurements (analysis), numbers  Find out more about organizing, naming,
and images to documents and publications.
structuring and documenting.
Therefore, RSU aims to provide the researches
with:
Thereafter, RSU intent is to help researchers to
 Advice tools for help in research data disseminate and publish their work in many
different ways: through formal publication in
management.
books and ISI journals, through conferences,
 Find out about collecting and handling data and through a variety of web-based tools for
from the research experiment.
social networking.
 Assistance to perform data measurements,
statistical analysis and finally to synthesize
results in forms of tables and images.
Research Support Unit - RSU
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RSU Events

Scientific Event (5th May 2015)

Why Research
Methodology
Important?
DR. MAZEN HASSANAIN

Director of the Demonstrator and Lecturers Support Unit
College of Medicine
King Saud University
Prof. Thakib A. Al-Shalan, Dean, College of Dentistry gave
his opening remarks during the scientific event.

Dr. Nabeel F. Talic, Vice-Dean for Graduate Studies and
Scientific Research delivered his welcome address.

Since RSU started sometime in September 2014, several lectures had been organized specifically intended for
postgraduate students in different specialties and college faculty members. Speakers who are experts in their
own respective fields from different organizations and universities have been invited to share their ideas and
techniques.

DR. SALEM AL-SUWAIDAN

Director of Operation
Prince Naif Health Research Center
King Saud University Medical City

Scientific Event (27th November 2014)

Motivating and
Supporting
Clinicians to
Participate in
Research: An
Evidence-Based
Paradigm

Good Clinical
Research

Dr. Hassanain illustrated the detailed steps and
guidelines for better research methodology. The use
of the words how and what essentially summarizes
what research is.
Research is an investigation of finding solutions to
scientific health questions through objective and
systematic analysis.

Clinical research is necessary to establish the safety
and effectiveness of specific products and practices in
medicine. However, such research can be relied upon
only if it is conducted according to principles and
standards collectively referred to as “Good Clinical
Research Practice” (GCP). Dr. Al-Suwaidan briefly
discussed the mechanisms and importance of GCP at
King Saud University.

Dr. Mohammad H. Rajab shared his expertise
related to Motivating and Supporting Clinicians to
Partcipate in Research: An Evidence-Based Paradigm
held in the VIP Room, College of Dentistry in BCU
on 27th November 2014.

Dr. Mohammad H. Rajab

Associate Professor
Biostatistics and Research Methods
College of Medicine,
Al Faisal University
The Dean of the College of Dentistry awarded Plaque of Appreciation to the invited guest speakers.
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Molecular and Cell Biology
Laboratory

Cell Culture Room

Gene and Protein Analysis Area

with researchers from nearby health colleges as well as
neighboring natural science departments.

MCB

The MCB laboratory will also conduct its own
independent research, optimizing published
techniques to ensure reliable and reproducible
methodology for KSU researchers and pioneering
novel differentiation research paradigms.
The laboratory provides access to equipment necessary
for cell growth, lysis, media preparation and
safe storage. Available equipment include shaking
incubators, cell disrupters, ultracentrifugation with a
range of rotors, sonicators and imaging systems.

Dr. Hamdan Alghamdi, Director of MCB, discussed and elaborated
the physical layout of the MCB Laboratory.

I

The cell culture room also features a separate,
controlled area for manipulation of Biosafety Level 2
microorganisms with specialized equipment such as
infrared CO2 incubator and biological safety cabinets.

n collaboration with the Prince Naif Health
Research Center, the laboratory functions
as a multi-user research facility dedicated to
supporting multi-disciplinary work involving
molecular and cell biology processes and their links
to dental, health and biomedical research applications.

SCIENTIFIC FOCUS

T

The KSU Deanship for Research made an ocular inspection on

he laboratory aims to develop new molecular the MCB Laboratory with (L-R) Dr. Abdulhamid Al-Olywi, Prof.
understandings of cell function and behavior Rshood Al-Khraif, Prof. Thakib Alshalan, Dr. Nabeel Talic and
through discovery-based research. This Prof. Nasser S. Al-Arifi.
is the foundation for basic and clinical research
which contributes to the translation of fundamental CORE LABORATORY FACILITIES
discoveries into clinical advances.
The research laboratory is located in the ground floor
The MCB laboratory is currently developing an overall of the College of Dentistry and currently houses three
research program that is diverse yet synergistic. research groups funded by KSU grants.
This can be achieved by maintaining a balance of
complementary areas of molecular and cell biology, A suite of multi-purpose biomedical equipment and
recruiting qualified investigators and facilitating advanced technical platforms makes the Molecular
integration throughout the college as well as the and Cell Biology laboratory one of KSU’s most unique
wider KSU community. A distinguished faculty, well- facilities. In addition, the following specialized
represented on editorial and professional boards and facilities are available to researchers.
societies, directs the scientific research work. Research
in the laboratory is enhanced by strong connections
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Histopathology

Confocal Microscopy Room
and Imaging Facility

The advanced imaging facility offers access to a wide
diverse set of microscopes for cell-based fluorescence
studies through widefield, confocal, multiphoton and
TIRF technologies.
The cutting edge Nikon® C2+ Confocal Microscope is
designed as the essential microscopy tool for powerful
imaging capabilities with a variety of image processing
and analysis functions. High-speed scanning also
enables precise imaging of fast, dynamic events in live
cells.
Imaging technologies mainly compromise the
microscopy room, which allows researchers to
analyze ultrastructural details of biosamples through
high resolution and inverted microscopy.
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The gene and protein research section provides
analytical services such as DNA and genomic
sequencing, SNP genotyping, proteomics and protein
sequencing. Instrumentation also includes BioRad electrophoresis platforms, Applied Biosystems®
Real-Time PCR system, sonic dismembrator and UV
crosslinker.

Research Support Unit - RSU

The histopathology section provides routine and
experimental services including high-quality tissue
processing, tissue slide preparation, biospecimen
storage, simple biopsies, comprehensive analysis using
special stains, and micromanipulation techniques for
immunohistochemistry studies; as well as training
and supervision for various equipment necessary for
pathological analysis and tissue characterization.

MCB

Laboratory
aims
to
recruit a team of full-time
laboratory support staff
that includes Molecular and Cell Biology Specialists,
Biotechnicians, Biostatisticians, Laboratory assistants
and administrative staff who will provide research
support, project design consultation and training to
all KSU researchers and contributors.
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